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About Us

Founded in 2020, Tamara empowers over 10 million people daily. We're pioneers,

revolutionizing how people shop, pay and bank across the MENA region. We partner with

thousands of merchants, from leading global and regional brands such as SHEIN, Jarir, Noon,

IKEA, and H&M to small and medium businesses. Our rapid growth has resulted in success

as we mark our Unicorn status. It's exciting, and this is just the beginning. It's more than a

place to work; together, we are a customer-focused community, changing people's lives

whilst achieving business results.

Your role

We're seeking a Frontend Engineer for our Partner Platform team. As a Frontend Engineer,

you will be key in designing and implementing our web platform, ensuring it effectively

serves our merchants.

Drawing on your skills in software development and frontend development experience, you

will be tasked with creating, designing, and implementing complex frontend web solutions that

align with the company's goals and technological framework. You will ensure that these

solutions are scalable, efficient, and integrate seamlessly with the existing ecosystem, all

while contributing to Tamara's commitment to providing unique and unparalleled digital

experiences.

With a proven track record of designing and implementing large-scale frontend applications,

you bring expertise in cloud-based architectures, scalability, and system integration. Your

experience should include managing high-volume web applications and ensuring robust, secure,
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and efficient operational performance, ultimately playing a vital role in transforming how

millions of users engage with shopping, payment, and banking platforms.

Your Responsibilities

Adopt a customer-centric mindset in developing our web applications, ensuring a

seamless and engaging user experience.

Write well-organized, clean, and testable code, adhering to high standards of quality and

maintainability.

Utilize modern frameworks and libraries to enhance productivity and efficiency in the

development process.

Develop and maintain automation pipelines for continuous integration and deployment,

ensuring the consistent delivery of high-quality code.

Optimize our platform for high scalability, especially during peak traffic periods, while

following agile software development methodologies.

Uphold and promote best practices in software development, sharing knowledge and

techniques with team members to elevate the team's overall skillset.

Continuously seek professional development opportunities to expand your contributions and

experiences, thereby growing both personally and professionally within the field.

Your Expertise

At least 3 years of relevant experience, backed by a Bachelor's degree in Computer Science.

Proven track record in developing frontend web applications, with a focus on optimizing user

experience, stability, scalability, code modularity, and minimizing rendering latency.

Strong expertise in frontend technologies such as JavaScript, HTML, and CSS, along with a

deep understanding of the design philosophy and implementation intricacies of popular web

frameworks like React and Vue.js.

Proficiency with JavaScript building tools such as Babel and Webpack, and familiarity with

HTTP2.

Experience in crafting large-scale web applications and enhancing frontend performance,

particularly in dynamic team settings.

Skilled in API Integration using REST/JSON.

Solid grasp of SOLID principles and Design Patterns in software development.



Additional experience with DevOps practices, AWS technologies (especially Cloudfront and

S3), and CI/CD processes is highly beneficial.

Fluent in English, with proficiency in Arabic considered a valuable asset.

Join the revolution

Tamara is a vibrant hub of exceptional individuals worldwide, with over 40+ nationalities

committed to working with the broadest talent pool possible. We're proud of the wealth of

cultural backgrounds that shape our teams, ensuring every experience is acknowledged

and celebrated.

We seek self driven individuals, fuelled by curiosity, ready to take control of their professional

and personal development. We’re creating a place where possibilities are for the taking

through career mobility, mentoring and cross-border collaboration. This approach has earned

us a spot as one of the competitive tech companies to work for.

All qualified individuals are encouraged to apply.
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